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Annotations  
 

Annotation Meaning 

 
Tick 

 
incorrect 

 
unclear 

 
Caret sign to show omission 

 
Benefit of doubt 

 
Harmless addition 

 
Invalidation 

 
Repeat 

 
First answer 

 
 

 Abbreviations and conventions used in the detailed Mark Scheme. 
 

/ Alternative and acceptable answers for the same marking point 

(  ) Words which are not essential to gain the mark 

__ Underlined words must be included to gain the mark 
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Subject-specific Marking Instructions  
 
MULTIPLE CHOICE AND NON-VERBAL ANSWERS 
 
If more than one box is ticked the mark is lost.  
 
If more than one letter is written, mark the one inside the box.  
 
In some cases candidates are required to write a single word or name 

if two answers are given, one after another, mark the first one 
if two answers are written, one above the other, mark the one on or nearest to the line.  

 
Correct spelling of the word or name is not required, as long as there is no ambiguity. 
 
ANSWERS IN ENGLISH 
 
Answers are assessed from the standpoint of the “sympathetic English reader” with no knowledge of target language. 
 
Where an answer is ambiguous and could equally well be judged right or wrong, give benefit of doubt and mark it as correct. 
 
Answers do not need to be in the form of full sentences, nor in totally correct English. 
 
Answers given in a different language are marked wrong unless they are near-cognates. (e.g. in French “novembre”) 
 
Ignore correct but irrelevant / additional information (non-distorting material which does not contradict the correct answer). 
 
Where the candidate provides a contradictory response and does not understand the context of the questions, no mark should be awarded. 
 
If two answers are written one above the other, mark the one on or nearest to the line. 
 
Where the space for answers is set out as (a) and (b) answers are usually interchangeable. If two answers are written at (a) and nothing at (b), 
mark the two at (a) and award marks accordingly. 
 
If a candidate writes information in brackets, ignore the brackets, marking anything inside them in the usual way. 
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Exercise 1: Eating at a restaurant 
 

Question Answer Marks Guidance 

1 C 1  

2 B 1  

3 A 1  

4 D 1  

5 F 1  

 Total 5  

 
Exercise 2: Getting around and going out in my city 
 

Question Answer Marks Guidance 

6 E 1  

7 J 1  

8 F 1  

9 D 1  

10 A 1  

11 B 1  

12 H 1  

 Total 7  
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Exercise 3: Learning a new skill abroad 
 

Question Answer Marks Guidance 

13 C 1  

14 B 1  

15 A 1  

16 A 1  

17 B 1  

18 C 1  

 Total 6  

 
Exercise 4: Life at home and studying 
 

Question Answer Marks Guidance 

19 Bárbara 1  

20 Antônio 1  

21 Both 1  

22 Bárbara 1  

23 Antônio 1  

24 Bárbara 1  

 Total 6  
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Exercise 5: Visiting a school on an exchange 
 

Question Answer Marks Guidance 

25 smaller 1 Also accept: small 

26 the school building/the building 1 Also accept: the colour(grey)/the colour of the school 
Reject: ‘grey’ on its own 

27 large/big/vast and green  1 Also accept: a large/big/vast green area. 
Must have size and colour 

28 the opportunity/chance  1 Reject: played cricket 

29 as well as/like/as  1 Also accept: neither better nor worse than (the)/same 
way/same as/similar as 

30 the food (in the canteen) 1 Also accept: (the) school meals 

31 go to Portugal 1 Accept: go to his school/to Joaquim’s school 

 Total 7  

 
Exercise 6:  

Views about a festival 
 

Question Answer Marks Guidance 

32 A 1  

33 C 1  

34 B 1  

35 A 1  

36 A 1  

37 B 1  
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Question Answer Marks Guidance 

 Total 6  

 

Exercise 7: Learning about the past 
 

Question Answer Marks Guidance 

38 learned a lot 1 Also accept: learned about their families/found out/found 
new things/discovered about their family 

39 spend a long time/lots of time/hours (in the library) 1  

40  tools (to help him) 1 Also accept: computer programmes (to help him) 
 

41 eating Japanese food 1  

42 had Italian relatives/ancestors/family 1 Also accept: had Italians in her family/italian heritage 
 

43 talking to her grandparents 1  

44 Spain 1 Also accept: where they came from/their country 

 Total 7  

 
Exercise 8: Working abroad 
 

Question Answer Marks Guidance 

45  ganhar dinheiro/ganhar um salário/ganhar um ordenado 1  

46 é preciso/necessário/essencial/indispensável para 1 Accept: requisitos 
Do not accept é importante para 

47 fez trabalho/trabalhou/tinha trabalhado 1  

48 (os) homens/(os) meninos/(os) rapazes 1  
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Question Answer Marks Guidance 

49 a nadar 1 Also accept: (a) natação 

50 viver/morar/ficar com uma família (anfitriã) 1  

 Total 6  
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